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Universal Basic Income for Wales
Can it be achieved?
Summary
Many on the centre and left of Welsh politics have flirted with the idea
of a Universal Basic Income (UBI) in recent years. This idea has been
around for centuries and has been discussed regularly in recent
decades. The idea has been hailed by many on the socialist and socialdemocratic left to tackle poverty and bring about higher levels of
equality across the country.
So, what are we discussing as UBI? This paper will be discussing a UBI
that has been most commonly proposed by political academics and
activists in recent years. A system whereby the Government hands out
a basic payment on a set date of the month to ensure that every citizen
has a basic amount of money paid to them to do with as they wish,
regardless of their current financial situation.
In theory, this would be to ensure all citizens have enough money to
cover basic living costs.
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What is Universal Basic Income?
Universal Basic Income is a regular payment made by a Government to
all adult citizens of a chosen community. The income will be standard
for all adult citizens and will not be affected by that person’s annual
income, net worth or potential upcoming income or inheritance.
The payment is seen as a low-level payment to help subsidise the lives
of those who gain the payment. For example. Every individual will
receive £100 a week UBI which he/she will receive in a monthly payment
at the end of every month.
As said earlier, this payment will be made to all adults no matter what
their income. They could be living in poverty or as a millionaire. UBI
would not discriminate based on someone’s financial situation.
It is important to note that the recipients of UBI would receive money
paid into an account. No vouchers or other forms of exchangeable credit
would be made available. This makes UBI different from food voucher
schemes which are prevalent in other western nations.
It must be noted that if this scheme were to be implemented it would
be up to those implementing the scheme to decide at what age a person
becomes an ‘adult’ and for how long one would receive this payment. Is
it until one retires or until one die? Also, whether this payment effects
any benefits or tax breaks would be up to those implementing the UBI
scheme in their nation.
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Why discuss Universal Basic Income?
Since 1999 Wales has had a devolved Assembly (Senedd in Welsh), this
Assembly has been run by the Labour party since the first election back
in 1999 and although there have been coalition governments there has
always been a large left-wing majority.
In recent years senior Welsh Labour figures have flirted with the idea of
a Universal Basic Income. In 2017 the former Finance Minister and now
First Minister of Wales called UBI an “attractive idea” (Drakeford, M.
2017). In 2018 a leadership contender for the position of First Minister,
who now sits in the Welsh Government Cabinet, said she would “back a
pilot of the concept”. The leader of the Welsh Liberal Democrats has
also called for this (Dodds, 2019).
With such senior figures in Welsh politics arguing for such radical
policies on wealth distribution, UBI looks to remain a topic that will be
flirted with at all levels and in various political parties in Welsh politics.
There is a widely held belief that the economy is in the process of a
transformation period of atomization and the implementation of
Artificial Intelligence. It is believed among many economists that this
will possibly to lead many current job roles either lost entirely or
substantially reduced. The effect this will have (even in the short term)
on the population is reason enough to look at other ways the welfare
system can cope with these changes and reduce the effect it will have
on the daily lives of the population in Wales. This issue is not going to
go away any time soon.
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How much would it cost?
The cost of implementing UBI varies depending on which proposal the
Welsh Government decide to take. Varying amounts and how to pay for
these have been put forward by the think tank Compass, The Green
Party, The NEF and the RSA.
The current adult population of Wales as of 2018 was 2.57 million, with
a working population of 1.47 million. If every one of these adults was
paid £100 per week, the Welsh Government would need to raise £13.39
billion per year (Statswales.gov.wales, 2019) (BBC News, 2018). This is
74% of the annual budget and £4.49 billion more than the current Welsh
NHS budget at £8.9 billion (Ons.gov.uk, 2020). Even by modest figures
and taking into account that over 1 million people in Wales are either
retired or not in employment. As they are not paying anything into the
system, then an expenditure of this size would mean other areas would
be neglected or need substantial capital raised.
It is worth noting that by setting the level paid to citizens too low in
order to reduce costs, it would not provide a living wage and meet the
reasons for advocating such an idea. Many ways of raising capital to pay
for these changes have ranged from replacing other benefits to raising
taxes.
Here in Wales, the Welsh Government has partial control over income
tax and full control over business rates. Other taxes such as council tax,
have been devolved down to Council level, and so raising these taxes
would naturally be the most likely option for the Welsh Government to
pay for UBI.
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The tax burden in Wales is already at its highest in over a generation and
with tax rises being the most feasible option for increasing revenues to
pay for this implementation of UBI, the Welsh taxpayer would be
burdened with taxes which may not be tolerable to even the most
generous of workers.
Administerial running costs would also need to be considered. If UBI was
to be an entirely separate entity to other welfare sectors then it would
need to be run as such. Current costs for Central Services and
Administration for 2019/2020 were budgeted to cost £3,135,700
(GOV.WALES, 2020). We can assume that Wales would need to raise a
comparative amount to fund a UBI scheme.
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Can this be money be raised? and if so how?
So firstly, we look at SME’s and big business, as mentioned previously,
these taxes are devolved to the Welsh government. This would be a
natural option for the Government in Wales to pursue. The problem
with taxing businesses who employ hundreds if not thousands of people
at factories and offices all over Wales is that Wales itself becomes
unattractive and thus investment and jobs often result in being moved
to different parts of the United Kingdom and even other countries.
Job losses equal less tax revenues paid by the workforce; thus, it is
counterproductive to overtax big business. This then leaves SME's.
A 2015 report by the Welsh government confirmed that 99.3% of
businesses in Wales are SME's and 94.7% are Micros Businesses (Barry,
2020). These companies are the backbone of Wales and employ millions
of people. However, they can apply for financial support in the form of
business rate relief which is incidentally more generous and widespread
in England. To laden these businesses with the burden of paying for UBI
could have a catastrophic effect on economic performance and
productivity.
If Business rates were increased, the high street, which is already
struggling, could find this to be the final nail in the coffin. Job losses
could follow leaving the people it was introduced to help, worse off.
The cycle begins again, less people paying tax, less tax being raised, so
therein lies the question - How do we Pay for UBI?
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In 2019/20 all local authorities raised the level of council tax with the
highest increase being in Pembrokeshire, with an astonishing 10% hike
(GOV.WALES, 2020). If the Welsh Government were to partially devolve
the issue of raising the funds to local councils through council tax, we
would assume that further rises would be seen throughout the country.
If the Welsh Government were to request that Local Authorities helped
to raise the capital needed to fund Universal Basic Income or help
implement the project, then this would be a huge strain on the already
stretched local services. It would require councils to change from being
a local service provider to a serious tax-raising organisation.
Income tax would potentially be another area the Welsh Gov would look
at to raise the relevant funds for UBI, whether this would be through
lowering the Employee Personal Allowance which is currently set at
£12.500 per annum and in line with the rest of the UK or increasing the
top level of tax by higher earners which is also in line with England and
Northern Ireland (GOV.UK, 2020) (GOV.UK, 2020). Would this
discourage higher earners from relocating to Wales to take up careers
here or push away university graduates who have maybe studied here
and made Wales their home?
Without addressing this issue first then UBI wouldn’t even get off the
ground. If it is left entirely to the individual taxpayer to foot the bill, then
the Wales Gov would need to adopt a level of Taxation never seen
before in our history.
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Societal Effects
For the purpose of this report we will work on the basis that UBI has
been fully costed and deemed manageable, thus is given the go-ahead.
What would be the effect of its introduction on society?
With every adult in Wales eligible for UBI, there is a question of whether
UBI would be an added payment to people’s wages or would it replace
wages that many people get from part-time jobs?
•

Example
A 25-year-old single parent works part-time as it enables them
to work around their child’s schooling. Working 12 hours a week
at the minimum wage of £8.21 would bring in £98.50 a week and
£5122.00 annually. This is below the minimum rate of taxable
income which is set at £240 a week and £12,500 a year. This
income provides a welcome top-up to other forms of credit
received from the government, whilst also creating a pathway
into the jobs market helping to build relationships with
employers and social relationships with colleagues and the wider
communities.
This creates a dilemma for the individual.
a) Do they carry on with their employment and use the
extra income for its intended purpose?
b) For the same weekly income, do they leave the
workforce and have an extra 12 hours a week to
themselves?
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Would there be any incentive to reinvest that time into themselves or
the community e.g. furthering their education? This could lead to
resentment from those that are still working as argued by Tom Kibasi in
his article “A Universal Basic Mistake” (Dean, 2020).
Many SME's rely on this type of worker as they cannot afford to offer
fulltime contacts. Part-time workers provide a valuable source of labour
to the Welsh economy and some of the industries where we need parttime workers are Healthcare, Education, Retail and Tourism. These
areas so happen to be some of our largest employers. If there was a
shortage of these workers it could have a detrimental effect on these
industries.
The chart below shows the importance of the sectors we have
mentioned above. Employing 782,500 citizens combined. Healthcare,
Education, and The Hospitality industry provide the bulk of these jobs
and we feel will see a shortfall in the number of people seeking work
due
to
the
introduction
of
UBI.
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(Statswales.gov.wales, 2020)
There is also the argument that UBI would allow people to cease parttime employment and pursue further education, investing in their
personal improvement without losing the financial income part-time
work gives them. This would provide greater career and employment
opportunities later in life.
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Others who are in full-time employment may decide to cut their hours
as the financial impact of this would be taken up by the money received
by UBI. This gap would obviously need filling. Would this be by Part-time
employees, Zero-hour contract workers, Students, Immigrants?
What impact would this have on the businesses themselves, if a full-time
employee decided to reduce their hours by say 10 per week? Would the
company have to accept this or would they just decide to replace that
certain individual? Could there be a conflict of interest between the
companies’ needs and the employees’ work/life balance? Would they
be legally obliged to grant the wishes of the employee or would the
contract have to be respected?
The potential downfall, of course, is that if even a small percentage of
people decide to cease their full time/part-time employment (which is
the backbone of the Welsh economy) to instead use UBI to pursue other
activities other than work, who fulfils these roles if?
•

Do we look overseas and draft people in, as seen within the NHS
to cover the low and skilled worker shortage?

•

Do we encourage more young people to go into apprenticeship
schemes instead of going to University to ensure they enter the
workplace at an earlier age?

•

Do we offer further financial incentives to stay in employment,
in the form of an increase in the minimum wage, working tax
credits, free childcare?

•

Do we raise the retirement age keeping people in their roles for
longer, thus creating an older generation of highly skilled and
highly paid workers?
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Alternatives
University College London’s Institute for Global Prosperity (IGP) Universal Basic Services - UK citizens should receive free housing, food,
transport and internet access to counter a “rise of the robots” that
threatens to eradicate millions of jobs. This can be funded by lowering
the personal income tax allowance from £11,800 to £4,300, according
to the IGP’s analysis (UCL Institute for Global Prosperity, 2020).
The principle behind Universal Basic Services is that the above
mentioned be free at the point of use, rather than focusing on
redistributing money, a team at UCL says.
The authors of this report believe that the government should be
looking at achieving more attainable goals. They argue that although
this would be available to all UK citizens and in theory helping those on
a low income, the counter-argument is that by lowering the income tax
threshold to pay for UBS, those within employment and on low income
would be most affected as currently, they do not pay any tax.
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Conclusion
To conclude then. There is no clear indication of how UBI will be
financed and no clear preferred alternative between the political
parties; therefore, can we really see a successful UBI scheme introduced
here in Wales?
Throughout this report we have given reasons we believe UBI will fail:
•

Lack of clarity for the financing of such a project.

•

Effects on businesses and the employment pool.

•

How UBI would be administrated.

•

Lack of alternatives

We started to research Universal Basic Income with an open mind in
order to look at all perspectives on the issue. However, during the
writing of this report, it became apparent that for every potential
benefit of Universal Basic Income there could quickly become a negative
to counteract as we have clearly set out above in the report.
We can sympathise that Universal Basic Income can initially seem very
attractive, especially for a country the size of Wales. However, as well
as the various reasons we have given throughout this report, by far the
most compelling argument is cost. Wales, with an annual budget of
£19bn, would need to raise a further £13bn to fund UBI and this is simply
not financially viable without huge tax hikes to both workers and
businesses.
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